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A Year to Remember
BY ROGER WIPPLER

A

ny time a group of people gather, the weather is always
a topic of conversation. The weather in 2021 has provided plenty of reason for conversation, most of it about
the drought conditions that persisted over much of Minnesota
and the Dakotas.
The early-season benefits of the dry conditions, which allowed
for earlier than average planting, quickly evaporated as a
persistent lack of rain affected emergence and early season
growth. However, in most areas the growing conditions in late
May were very favorable for small grains, corn, and soybeans,
with much of the crop being rated as good to excellent.

—
Plainview: Mike Zabel, of Zabel Seeds in southeastern Minnesota, observed that conditions were dry early in the season
but timely rains in mid-June and throughout the summer helped
produce a good crop in his immediate area. Mike said, “My
growers who got rain had oat yields of over 120 bushels per
acre, those that missed the rain had much lower yields.” Corn
and soybean harvest has just begun and he expects yields to
be good but still variable.
Sleepy Eye: Van Cunningham of Cunningham Seed Farms also
experienced dry conditions early. When the rains finally came
it was too late for some of the small grains and yields suffered.
However, it did help some small grains. “I was very pleased
with my MN-Torgy wheat and MN-Pearl oats,” reported Van.
“They were on some variable ground but did very well and the
quality was good.” He noted that sporadic rains will reduce
soybean yields and wind damage will make corn harvest more
difficult in south-central Minnesota.
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According to the National Weather Service, this summer was the warmest on
record in Brainerd, Duluth, the Twin Cities, and many other locations across
the state. The Minnesota DNR reports that 2021 saw most of the state in the
worst drought in 10–30 years.

Murdock: Jim Falk of Falk’s Seed Farm saw small grains suffer because of limited rainfall. The crop was short and yields
reflected the poor growing conditions. Soybean harvest has
begun on his Swift County farm. “Soybean yields are all over
the board,” said Jim, “not only from field-to-field but yields vary
greatly within a field.” He expects that drought and high temperatures affected pod set and soybean fill.
Foxhome: Pete Friederichs of Friederichs Seed Farm reported
good wheat yields on their farm with his MN-Torgy hitting 82
bushel per acre. He did note that wheat yields varied in the
southern Red River Valley depending on the previous crop
and rainfall. Commenting on the soybean harvest, Pete said,
“It’s just crazy, we have beans at 10–11 percent moisture and
ready to go but the stems are grass green.” The green stem on
soybeans is a problem in other areas of the state as well.
Brooks: Ray Swenson, of Swenson Seed Farm in Red Lake
County, is in an area that experienced some of the worst
drought conditions in the state. He noted, “The summer drought
resulted in extreme variations in wheat yield, depending on
the soil type or where rain showers may have happened.”
Continues on page 5
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By mid-June temperatures were rising, rainfall was limited, and
crop condition was declining. Small grains, pushed along by the
heat, were generally shorter than normal and heading occurred
1–2 weeks ahead of average. Corn and soybean growth was
also ahead of previous years. Rainfall throughout the summer
was variable around the state and seed growers noted how it
affected crops in their area.

Chairman’s
View

compete with the weeds. Then extreme drought. In many areas
the wheat crop was grown and harvested on an inch or two of
rain. Soybeans suffered, and corn is also suffering.
Some farmers were hit by one or two of these problems, but
there were others that seen it all. There never seems to be a
“perfect” weather year and we are all used to that, but I hope
that all those who suffered extreme weather this year will be
blessed with a more normal year in 2022.

Brad Barth, Board Chair

Hello to all, I hope that this writing finds everyone healthy, happy, and safe.

One thing that is always on par and works normal every year
is the lab at MCIA. The crew is always at the top of their game
and ready to help our members. This year you may want to test
early to assess your seed quality. If you have questions about
germ or other seed quality issues, the lab is there for you. Send
in a sample and rest assured that the results will be accurate
and timely and not extreme like our friend Mother Nature.

During this summer, as I visited
with my customers, farmers, and
even non-ag people, the same
two questions always dominated
the conversations. “What do you think of our current administration?” and “How are your crops faring during this extremely
wild summer weather?”

My best wishes for a safe and happy fall. 

Since this is not a political blog, I am not going to touch on
question number one, but I will come right out and tell you who
I am voting for in 2024. I am awful tired of the pestilent and
super annoying calls from the “extended car warranty people”
and all the other robo-callers. Please, someone, run for office
and promise that you will rid us of these pests forever. You will
surely have my vote.

Staff News

Minnesota Crop Improvement Association welcomes Connie
McDowell to our staff! Connie started her work with the MCIA
Seed Laboratory as a lab technician in August.
Connie graduated from Kansas State University earlier this year
with a B.S. in agronomy.
She interned at the Kansas Crop Improvement
Association (KCIA), where
she performed field inspec tions, primarily for
wheat seed, and conducted various seed testing
functions at the KCIA Seed
Lab.

Question number two: Weather. Now that is a conversation
important to all of us. 2021 is stacking up to be labelled the
most extremely varied weather year on record. Spring started
out pretty awesome in Minnesota, the weather allowed seeding of the grains and planting of the row crops to progress as
planned and the crops were off to a great start. Then Mother
Nature unleashed her full arsenal of weather upon us.
It was almost like she was cleaning house, tossing out everything old to make room for new and improved versions
of her talents. As I was driving one morning, looking at crop
emergence and admiring the job everyone had done seeding,
I received a call from someone looking for some soybean seed
as a large swath of beans froze out in the Baudette area. This is
not uncommon in northern Minnesota, but this event was quite
large. I also had some local friends who had to reseed.
Then the wind came and blew like a madman for several days
and destroyed many field borders and left very little crop to
ANNUAL MEETING NOTICE
The 2022 MCIA Annual Meeting will
be held Wednesday, January 12, 2022.
The location and mode of the meeting
(in-person or virtual) will be announced
later this fall.
CALL FOR RESOLUTIONS
A draft of any resolution to be considered by the MCIA Legislative and Public
Affairs Committee and forwarded to
the floor of the annual meeting must be
received by MCIA no less than 14 days
prior to the meeting.
MCIA BOARD POSITIONS OPEN
MCIA is seeking candidates for two positions on the MCIA Board of Directors.
The following seats are open: Director
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Connie McDowell

for District 1 and director for District
2. MCIA board districts are shown on
the adjacent map. The District 1 seat
is currently held by Brad Barth, who is
eligible for re-election. The District 2
seat is currently held by Bob Ehlers,
who is not eligible for re-election. These
positions are Category A Directors, who
are elected by and from the members
of MCIA at the Annual Meeting to serve
three-year terms.
—
To propose agenda items or resolutions
for the annual meeting, or to nominate
someone to serve on the board of directors, or to inquire about serving on the
board, please contact Fawad Shah at
fawad.shah@mncia.org or call the MCIA
office.
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Connie also worked at the
agronomy department library at K-State and contributed to the student lab
manual for the AGRON
305 - Soils class. 

MCIA BOARD DISTRICTS
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President’s Corner
Fawad S. Shah, MCIA President/CEO

Crop yield and availability of seed supply for next year’s
production cycle became the primary focus of agricultural
conversations and remains on everyone’s mind. Minnesota
Crop Improvement Association actively engaged with its
board of directors, seed growers, officials at the Minnesota
Department of Agriculture and at the University of Minnesota
Extension, as well as representatives from multinational seed
companies to gauge yield and estimate availability of seed
for the 2022 crop year.

As of late, it seems like we can’t
catch a break! Covid-19 did not
affect production agriculture
that much in 2020. Nevertheless, during 2021, due to the
pandemic’s constantly changing nature, we all continued to
be impacted. Like many other
businesses, MCIA adopted a
hybrid work routine for its staff
and spontaneously revised its operations to manage the
workload. The rapid development and availability of Covid-19
vaccines provided optimism going forward. Then, this year
came the drought.

In addition, MCIA management, through its field staff, encouraged growers to add eligible acres for certification,
even well after the application due date. I also delivered
this message at a field day in Roseau County hosted by Jim
Kukowski, who produces wheat and soybean seed. Farmers
in attendance were encouraged to add certification acres
as long as they planted the fields with eligible seed stock.
Such efforts made a reasonable difference, increasing wheat
certification acres by a few thousand.

To be specific, 2021 saw widespread drought that ranged
from the western states into the Upper Midwest, especially
affecting Minnesota and its neighboring states. Lack of rainfall and unavailability of ground moisture in some places,
combined with sandy soils, severely impacted crop growth in
parts of Minnesota, especially that of small grains, soybean,
and corn. While news from neighboring North Dakota was
dire, where two thirds of the state was under severe drought,
causing some farmers to take out their wheat fields, farmers
in Minnesota appreciated what rain they received and hoped
for the best. Depending on where fields were located and
under what types of clouds, parts of Minnesota got some
much needed but often insufficient rain showers. Absence
of disease due to dry conditions was perhaps the only silver
lining in this situation!

The wheat harvest is complete in Minnesota, and various
sources state that yields averaged around 40 bushels per
acre. However, a few key variables, such as test weight,
seed quality, vigor, and the like, are yet to be determined.
Minnesota farmers may not quite get the quantity of seed
they would like or the seed of a desired variety. However,
average yields from this year’s production, combined with
the carryover seed from last year, should be sufficient to
grow a modest grain crop in 2022. This is a bit of good news
in these extraordinary times!

Organic
Corner

The USDA’s Organic Certification Cost-Share Program (OCCSP) will again offer a possible $500 rebate on organic certification expenses paid between October 1, 2020, and September
30, 2021. In Minnesota, producers and handlers may apply for
cost share assistance through the Minnesota Department of
Agriculture. In Wisconsin, apply to the Wisconsin Department
of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection. For those
clients in all other states, apply to your local Farm Service
Agency (FSA). 

Michelle Menken,
Organic Services Manager
The organic department is a bit
behind where we would usually be at this time of year. I have
talked to other certifiers, and
they say they are in the same
position. Mostly, this is due to
staffing issues. At MCIA, certification specialist Bailey Webster
left us in August to continue her education at the University
of Minnesota. We wish her well. A new staff member will be
starting at MCIA in October. We will introduce him in the next
issue of the Minnesota Seed Grower. He starts with some
experience working for another certifier and has organic dairy
experience. So, we are excited to have him join us!

Recognize a Deserving
MCIA Member!
MCIA members are encouraged to submit nominations for
the Honorary Premier Seedsman, Premier Seedsman, and
Achievement in Crop Improvement awards, which will be
presented during the MCIA Annual Meeting in January.

—

If you know a producer, seed conditioner, or supporter of
MCIA deserving of recognition, or if you have questions
about nomination requirements, please contact Roger Wippler at 1-800-510-6242 or by e-mail at wippl002@umn.edu.

Certificates do not expire, so your current certificate will be
valid until it is updated this year by MCIA. If you need a Letter
of Good Standing to make a sale, contact the office or one of
our certification specialists for assistance.
THE MINNESOTA SEED GROWER
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Lab Report

Chase Mowry, Seed Laboratory Manager
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A protein meter was acquired
this summer courtesy of University of Minnesota, CFANS
soybean researcher Art Killam. The Seed Laborator y
now offers protein testing.
Crops that we can analyze
for percent protein include
barley, canola, corn, oats,
rye, sorghum, soybeans, and
wheat.

The Seed Laboratory had a
busy summer despite the typical slower receipt of samples
for testing. We evaluated small
grain grow-outs and have inspected soybean flower color.
In the near future, we will finish
soybean grow-out evaluations for pubescence, pod, and hila
colors. We completed numerous accreditation items, including calibration of lab equipment, performing vendor evaluations, updating reference documents, and revision of SOPs,
to name a few. And we have been training new hire Connie
McDowell, who joined our staff as a lab technician in August.

A new fee schedule, effective
J ul y 1 , now inclu des t he
protein tes t as well as a
Soybean flowers.
few minor revisions such as
SDSU’s fee increase for HPLC testing and a name change of
the “Continental USA” noxious exam; it is now known as the
“All States” noxious exam for applicable crop groups. The
new fee schedule is available on the MCIA website under
the Seed Laboratory section of the Client Resources page.

An internal audit was conducted this summer as a requirement of the Accredited Seed Laboratory (ASL) program. In
addition, I recently submitted a “Lab Self-Audit” questionnaire, along with ten completed Reports of Analysis/Seed
Certification Reports (customer information was redacted),
to a newly formed SCST Lab Report Audit working group.
The aim of this group, which I was invited to join, is to work
toward uniformity among laboratories in the reporting of test
results. Participation in the Lab Report Audit is voluntary.

Field Notes

Kris Folland, Field Services Manager
Reminders:

If enough people think of a
thing and work hard enough
at it, I guess it’s pretty nearly
bound to happen, wind and
weather permitting.

•

If you have any late season certification or field inspection needs, know that we can accept applications up
until harvest, time permitting. This includes late soybean
fields. So, if you are close to harvest and have not yet
heard from your field inspector, please take the initiative
to contact them.

•

MCIA offers inspection services for both certified and
private companies. More than half of all MCIA soybean
inspections are custom tailored to company standards.

•

Noxious weed seed–free forage and mulch producers
must attach tags to all bales sold prior to delivery to be
considered certified. Allow some lead time for printing
and shipping when submitting your tag requests.

•

It may be worthwhile to get a preliminary germination
test for certified or service samples of small grains and
soybeans. This will help you determine seed quality
prior to final conditioning.

•

The 2021 Winter Grains Directory is available on the
Publications page of the MCIA website.

—Laura Ingalls Wilder
The above quote certainly could summarize the agriculture
industry and, specifically, the robust businesses that MCIA
members operate, year after year. When MCIA staff members review the year at our fall staff meeting, the weather
frequently dominates the conversation. We often say, “it
was a crazy year.” This year is no different as we have dealt
with frost, wind, drought, and heavy rains across this diverse state. One thing that remains constant is the ability
of MCIA members to quickly and nimbly adapt to changing
conditions.
MCIA seed growers were quick to adjust their seed production needs throughout the growing season and our Field
Services staff eagerly responded with phone calls, texts,
emails, and even quick visits along the road. The year is not
over yet! Feel free to contact your MCIA field supervisor or
the MCIA office with any late season needs.
THE MINNESOTA SEED GROWER
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well underway he stated, “I am very surprised with our yields
because we did not have much rain later in the summer.”

Continued from page 1 Their wheat yields ranged from 23 to

65 bushel per acre, and he anticipates higher clean-out on his
wheat seed this year. Ray also reported that soybeans suffered
more and “yields are very bad.” Corn yields in the area will be
poor as well.

—
In general, small grain yields for many were better than expected but some also saw poor yields. At this time, it appears that
there will be adequate small
grain seed supplies for 2022
planting but that can change
quickly depending on crop
prices, weather, and demand
for seed. Yields for soybeans,
corn, and other row crops will
likely be as variable as the fall
colors across the state this time
of year.

Stephen: Brian Jensen of Jensen Seed caught a couple of
signif icant rains in May and
June that helped carry his crop
through the season. A 6-inch
rain in June covered some of
his crop in water and he thought
he may have to replant but the
fields drained without much
damage. At harvest time he was
very happy with the yield of his
MN-Torgy and Shelly wheat and
the overall quality of his crop
was good. He will be interested
in seeing the state yield trial
this year. With soybean harvest

The year 2021 will certainly be
one to be remembered and
everyone in agriculture will optimistically look forward to a better growing year in 2022.

Minnesota
State Fair
Certified Seed
Champions
Wheat: MN-Washburn
Larry Riopelle, Argyle
Oats: Deon
Jim Falk, Murdock
Barley: Robust
Russ Peterson, Grove City
Soybean: MN1012SP
Andrew Falk, Murdock
Grass Seed: Fiesta Perennial ryegrass
Norfarm Seed, Roseau

Shoots and Leaves

t MCIA’s Foundation soybean harvest at
Rosemount went faster with a little help from
our friends. The ROC crew at Rosemount used
a new combine to harvest a 10-acre MCIA increase. The help was greatly appreciated.
u Trailer for Sale: 1978 Redi Haul 8 x 16foot gooseneck trailer in good condition. With
sides and loading ramp. $2000 or best offer.
Gross axle weight rating (GAWR) for both front
and rear: 7,500 lb. Gross coupler weight rating:
30,000 lb. Gross vehicle weight rating: 17,250 lb. Contact Roger Wippler at MCIA for more information.

THE MINNESOTA SEED GROWER
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19–21

PERIODICAL

National Organic Standards Board Meeting,
Virtual

NOVEMBER
3

Farm & Lawn Seed Conference,
Kansas City, MO

4

Minnesota Ag & Food Summit, Minneapolis

4–6

South Dakota Local Foods Conf., Virtual
MCIA Board Meeting, Saint Paul

25–26

MCIA Office Closed

28–29

Iowa Organic Conference, Iowa City, IA

29–30

Women in Ag Leadership Conference, Virtual

DECEMBER
8–9
23–24

Prairie Grains Conference, Grand Forks, ND
MCIA Office Closed

JANUARY
12

MCIA Annual Meeting
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MCIA Office Closed

19–20

MN Ag Expo, Mankato
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